Quite possibly the greatest selection in the land of…

PANDEMIC paraphernalia
to HELP

PREVENT
the SPREAD

PROTECT
the most

conscientious BUSINESSES

A

B

PREMIUM
FACE MASKS

C

NEW

Our Premium style, single layered face masks are
beautifully printed on gentle polyester fabric.
Our masks are not medical grade. So you don’t need to
worry about competing with care homes or the NHS
for supply. They are a great addition to workwear or as

A

HEMMED TRIM Stitched with a premium hemmed edge for
a comfortable fit and neat finish around the face.

B

PREMIUM FACE MASKS Mix and match your own designs
5 from £34 MASKS5C

C

ELASTIC LOOPS Elasticated earloops help fit the mask to
different size requirements.

ADULT size

6.5cm

CHILD size

14cm

4.5cm

10.5cm

a giveaway to help people protect others.
25cm

22cm

5

LUXURY FACE MASKS

NEW

Our Luxury face masks are triple layered. Printed on polyester fabric
with 100% smooth cotton inlay. Each has a pocket which holds a
replaceable Activated Carbon Filter (one included). Shaped around the
nose and chin. Secured with elastic ear loops. Adult size only.

B

C

D

A

LUXURY FACE MASKS Mix and match your
own designs 5 from £54 MASKSL5

B

HEMMED BLACK TRIM Fashionable thick
trim, designed to shape around the face.

C

ELASTIC TOGGLES Help adjust loop sizes
to a tighter fit (two included).

D

ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER Standard
PM2.5 filter fits inside cotton pocket
(one included).

ADULT size

8cm

15.5cm

24.5cm
7

REGULAR
FACE MASKS

NEW

Choose Regular face masks, for our lowest price
personalised range. Our masks help to reduce the
spread of droplets generated by talking, sneezing
and coughing. However, none are medical grade.
Unprinted Black foam masks are available with next day despatch.
B

ADULT size

5cm

CHILD size

15cm

25.5cm

FROM

2.50
C

12cm

22cm

A

REGULAR FACE MASKS A lightweight single layered face
mask, beautifully printed on gentle polyester fabric.
Adult and child sizes 25 from £129 MASKSBC

B

UN-HEMMED EDGES Keep the mask light on the face.
Comfortably secured around the face with elastic ear loops.

C

BLACK FOAM MASKS NEW Simple, unprinted black masks
are our lowest cost option, one size 25 from £62.50 MASKSF

£

EACH

4cm
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C

B

A

PREMIUM
SNEEZE GUARDS

NEW

Thick 5mm WindoplexTM, like acrylic. Standard Premium screens
are 1000mm wide. Choose 600mm or 1000mm high, or a custom
size. Each screen can be printed with your brand message in full
colour or unprinted. Add an optional serving hatch. Each screen
has 2 fixings (included) which can be screwed into a counter.
Join multiple screens together with corner brackets.
A
C

PRINTED SCREEN Reverse printed and
topped with white ink from from £119.70 each

IGPSFP6

B

PRINTED WITH SERVING HATCH
Add a cut-out service hatch to printed
or unprinted screens from £128.70 IGPSHP6

C

UNPRINTED SCREENS Mix and match unprinted screens
from £99.90 IGPSFU6

D

COUNTER FIXING Screw into desk or counter
(2 included with each screen) add more for £20 per pair

D
E
F
F

IGPSCFIX

CORNER JOIN Join two screens together at L-shape
600mm height £16 each IGPSCJ6 1000mm height £19 each

IGPSCJ10

HEAVY-DUTY FEET Freestanding or screw into place –
set of 4 x L-brackets plus connector bolts upgrade for £38

IGPSHDF
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12

C

B

MIGHTY SNEEZE GUARDS
A sophisticated and permanent solution, our

A

MIGHTY DESKTOP Unprinted screens with feet for counter attachment
1000(w) x 700(h)mm from £246.60 each IGMSDU

B

MIGHTY FLOOR-STANDING Optionally printed direct to WindoplexTM to
add a bit of privacy – each frame 1000(w) x 1500(h)mm
from £344.70 each IGMSFU

C

FLOOR+DESK A two panel guard which sits on both the floor and desk

Mighty Sneeze Guards are aluminium framed,
with 5mm thick WindoplexTM inside. We can
make these to your dimensions. Fixed to
counters, or freestanding. Clear or printed in
your design, for extra privacy.

NEW

1330(w) x 1450(h)mm from floor from £511.20 each

IGMSFDU
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A

C

B

BUDGET SNEEZE GUARDS
Bless you. You’ve a clear choice to make. Desktop, suspended or

A

DESKTOP For counter tops, 600(w) x 900(h)mm
fluted board with clear screen and serving hatch
£36 each IGSNZGRD

B

SUSPENDED 1000(w) x 1000(h)mm rolled up screen

freestanding.
Sneeze guards help keep clients, customers and employees
shielded and safe. Perfect for creating protective environments

with simple hanging kit for suspended ceilings
included from £62.10 IGSSG11

in retail and customer service areas. Each can be printed in your
own design, or choose one of our standard messages. We can
make custom sizes too. And that’s not to be sneezed at.

NEW

C

FREESTANDING Lightweight, portable 1000(w) x
2200(h)mm with clear screen and transaction hatch
for floors £199.80 each IGSNZGRF

15

MIGHTY
DESK
DIVIDERS

A

Like our sneeze guards on
page 13, these elegant Mighty
Desk Dividers are a 5mm thick
WindoplexTM screen inside an
aluminium frame and supplied
with feet. Optionally printed with
patterns or in your branding to
create more privacy.
A

FREESTANDING Create partitions
between teams with 1000(w) x 700(h)mm
dividers from £246.60 IGMSDU

B

SURROUNDS Frames on three sides to
cocoon computer workers in a U-shaped
enclosure. 1200(w) x 700(d) x 700(h)mm
from £637.20 IGMDDS12
B
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D

C

BUDGET DESK DIVIDERS

NEW

Our Budget Desk Dividers are a low-cost way
of distancing people in canteens or workspaces.

C

X-DIVIDER Two 1200(w) x 600(h)mm pieces slot together to
make 4 spaces from from £79.20 IGCDDX12

D

U-DIVIDER Slot three pieces together to make a U-shaped
enclosure 1200(w) x 600(h)mm from £79.20 IGCDDU12

Lightweight fluted translucent Correx material
slots together in seconds and can be printed with
motivational messages or your brand theme.

17

C

HAND SANITY

D

NEW

Prevent the spread with Hand Sanitising Stations. We can design to suit your
brand or choose from ready-made designs. Each includes a refillable, automatic
B

hand sanitiser. One litre containter (included) can be refilled with hand gel (not
included). Powered by 4x C-sized batteries (not included).
A

FLOOR 6 Free-standing 600(w) x 1500(h)mm sign with base £243.90 each

B

DESKTOP Stick on counters – 300(w) x 650(h)mm with base included £170.10 each

C

FLOOR 3 Narrower 300(w) x 1500(h)mm freestanding design, printed one side or both
£197.10 each IGHSSF30

D

WALL Fix the back 300(w) x 650(h)mm panel to a wall £129.60 each

IGHSSW30

IGHSSF60
IGHSSC30
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NAVIGATING
THE SOCIALLY
DISTANT

D

The next-in-line inches a little
too close. A group gathers at the
collection point. Disoriented
customers bump into each other
in the aisles. Space invaders.
They need help.
Well-positioned graphics to indicate
the right amount of space. Clear,
prominent, wayfinding signage to

A

point the right direction and make
them feel at ease.

C

B

20

F

E

A

FREESTANDING SIGN POST NEW 1425(h)mm, made from 16mm thick board.
Print a permanent message or add optional A4 holders to swap instructions from £71.10 each

B

CIRCULAR VINYL STICKERS with anti-slip surface, to lead the way, any size you like
from £18.90 each IGFVL22S

C

FLOOR GRAPHICS Choose different materials for high footfall routes
and low-traffic areas from £18.90 each IGFV?

D

HAND SANITISER See page 19

E

AXE DISPLAY STAND Washable fabric, two-sided cover stretches over
a lightweight aluminium frame from £236 each FDSTKOFC

F

SLOPED BOOTH Block off areas with a 3m wide pop-up meeting booth from £995

G

PRODUCT TRAYS Pop on your counter with a printed message
inviting guests to use hand sanitiser (not included) From £44.10 each

IGSIGNAL

G

FDSBEIFC
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D

C

A
B

E

F

A

TOTEM DISPLAY Tiny footprint, freestanding display with washable fabric
cover, stretched over aluminium frame – get different messages on each
side from £195 each FDSKESFC

B

FLOOR GRAPHICS Social distancing doesn’t need to be dry. Combine
sales messages with navigation and sell to waiting punters. Ask your
suppliers to sponsor some deals from £18.90 each

D

IGFV?

C

VINYL CIRCLES Save cash with our bulk pack of wayfinding floor stickers
8 pack from £66.60 IGFGPI2C

D

ROLLER BANNER Pull-up film or PVC material, 2000(h) x 800(w)mm
from £66.60

BSPSVPVC

E

FLOOR MAT Print your message on a nylon floor mat, 15 standard sizes up
to 2000(w) x 3000(h)mm from £79 IGLFM01

F

LONG MESSAGES Get floor vinyl graphics any dimensions you like
8 pack from £80.10 IGFGPIRE
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INTERIOR
POSTERS
Reassure visitors and your
workforce with wall stickers,
posters and signs. Talk about
important changes and
remind people of actions they
can take to stay safe.
If you’ve made changes to the
way customers interact with
you, let them know. Messages
don’t need to be dry. Keep
them in your style and tone of
voice. Reassure.
A

26

B

A

METAL SIGNS Composite
aluminium signs are ideal
for both indoors and
outdoors. We print directly
to metal, which is
wipe-clean. Custom sizes
10 from £80.10 IGDBD3A3

B

INDOOR POSTERS
Get single A3 posters
from £12.60 each or
500 for £141.30 LFPRMA3/LPGA34T

C

FOAMEX Keep your navigation
messaging on brand, with
custom-size 3mm foamex signs
from £27.90 each IGFX3A3

C

D

D

TENT CARDS Put ordering instructions on
tables or a QR code to your online menu –
each side can have different messages
250 from £113.40 TENTM0

E

WALL VINYL Self-adhesive, wipe-clean vinyl

E

F

sticks to smooth walls
10 from £76.50 IGWVIA3
F

STRUT CARDS Wipe-clean printed 3mm
foamex sign, with board strut attached
10 from £44.10 IGSCA6
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A

WINDOWS
Your windows are the first thing visitors see. Our vinyls,
posters and clings make them do the talking.
Hang posters in the window. Stick decals on the glass
B

permanently. Cover windows entirely. Add etched-effect
shapes to create privacy. Or use cling vinyl. It’s super easy to
fit (and remove, relocate) as it uses static electricity to ‘cling’
to the window. No adhesive residue.

C

D

Vinyls can stick to the inside or out. White-backed or
transparent. Custom sized or cut-to-shape.

A

WINDOW DECALS White or full colour cut-out letters to apply to
indoor or outdoor windows from £40.50 each IGWGFA3S

B

INDOOR POSTERS Printed with UV-stable inks, for longer life
from £12.60 each LFPRMA3

C

HANGING RAILS Change posters easily – each kit comes with a top
and bottom rail, with hooks to hang from £42 per pair Q-VH303

D

WINDOW CLING NEW Easily repositionable, makes self-install a
doddle. Reverse printed and backed with white ink
from £26.10 IGWCS33S
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FLAGS
Fluttering flags prominently
display your crowd
management policies and
collection points, your separate
entrances and exits.

A

EMPIRE A
3.5m standing flag
from £99
Product code FDFE350

Base from £22

QUILL GRANDE
Our tallest flag at
over 5m, towers
above all the others
from £179

TEARDROP GRANDE
Massive 3.6m tear-shaped
flag. One is great,
looks best in pairs
from £179

Product code FDFF510

Base from £22

Product code FDFQ360

Base from £22

TEARDROP
2.7m standing flag
from £99
Product code FDFQ270

Base from £22

TEARDROP MINI
1.9m version of
tear-shaped flag, for
restricted height
from £79

QUILL
Standing flag
from £89
Product code FDFF360

Base from £22

Product code FDFQ190

Base from £40
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E

A

B

C

OUTDOORS
No sellotaped home-printed posters.
No makeshift signs, wobbling in the wind.
Ink smeared. Looking sad. Your customers
haven’t been allowed out in a while.
Make sure your outdoor signage gives them
confidence to step inside.
F
A

‘A’ FRAME POSTERS Replace your existing posters
with waterproof outdoor grade vinyl, A2 size
from £13.50 each LFPPVCA2

B

BOLLARD COVERS Weatherproof sleeves fit round
your bollards or lamposts and make eye-catching
low-cost signs from £44.10 each IGCRX4BS

C

PAVEMENT STICKERS NEW Outdoor grade Alufoil
vinyl has extra strength adhesive for use on flat
outdoor surfaces like tarmac
8 from £119.70 IGFGPE2C

D

WINDOW POSTERS See page 29

E

ROLLER BANNER See page 23

F

FLOOR STENCIL NEW Spray your message directly
onto indoor or outdoor floors, through a custom-cut
3mm foamex stencil from £18 each IGFS22
33
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A

A

B
E

D
C

F
A

CONE SIGNS NEW Fluted signs fit over traffic cones.
Ideal for aiding navigation and defining designated collection spaces 5 for £86.40

IGCONESI

B

CROWD BARRIER Cover your crowd barrier with vented fabric, to guide traffic £114.00 each FDBACBC

C

JELLY BANNER 2m wide collapsible banner, printed on two sides on lightweight outdoor fabric £174.00 each

D

EXPOSURE BANNER Outdoor stand with sturdy water-filled base, telescopic pole and PVC banner
which hooks onto top and adjustable bottom rails £149.00 each BSPOBPVC

E

CAFE BARRIER Two weighted posts, two cross bars and a double-sided tent fabric banner.
Add additional sections to cordon off your terrace or patio starting from £225.00

F

FDPOSYF

FDC2T0K1

LOLLY BANNER 1.8m tall fabric banner, suitable for outdoor use – grass pegs included £174.00 each

FDPOMOF
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